ONLINE
COURSE
23rd October 6th, November
in 7 online sessions

Industry experts

Theory & regulatory

Best practices

Applied Learning sessions

Learn from the experts from Germany, USA, NL, South Africa, Israel and Colombia

Medical Cannabis

All you need to know about EU-GMP, GACP,
CUMCS-G.A.P. and the implications for setting
up your Cultivation and Processing
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EU-GMP & GACP
Implications for
Cultivation and
Processing, special
points of attention

CUMCS-G.A.P.
3rd Party certification
and the sole standard
dedicated to Medical
Cannabis

Extraction
Ethanol vs. CO2, safety,
EU-GMP set up, insights
from the expert

In partnership with

Medical Cannabis

All you need to know about EU-GMP, GACP,
CUMCS-G.A.P. and the implications for setting
up your Cultivation and Processing
What initially was intended to be a in person training course, turned into a virtual
training course due to COVID-19. Mid-June 2020 the first version of the most state
of the art course for medical cannabis cultivation, was held. An overwhelming
amount of almost 30 participants from different continents participated, rating
the overall course with a 4.75 (out of 5) and awarding it an 79 NPS score. Soon
after, request came in to have a 2nd version in the same set up, which we are
happy to announce now: 23rd of October to the 6th of November.
The same unique group of industry experts will be teaching the essentials on the
relevant guidelines as well as the sole global certification standard for Medical
Cannabis, and its implications. In addition, extraction technologies, its safety
aspects and setting up a safe and GMP compliant facility, are covered. A course
that gets you fast on track when new to the industry, but will also add to your
knowledge being a seasoned industry expert.
Control Union, a leading worldwide certification body with presence in more than
70 countries, is the global leader in Medical Cannabis certification. Through a
unique collaboration with blue inspection body (Germany) and FS Origins (USA),
this online course covering theoretical aspects combined with a mix of applied
learning exercises will allow you to obtain a solid theoretical basis and start
applying this in practice as well relating it to your company.
Through Control Union’s global network, we will invite Guest Speakers from the
industry whom will be joining us to share their view on the industry.

Medical Cannabis

Detailed Course Outline to make you an expert on the matter in 7
online sessions!
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Intro & Welcome

Assignment # 1 presentations

EU-GMP and GMO (part 2)

Assignment # 6 presentations

Meet the participants

CUMCS-G.A.P. detailed
coverage of 21 chapters and
checklist

Implications EU-GMP

Extraction: safety aspects

Quality Management System

Extraction: EU-GMP
compliance

Expectations & Objectives
Course Outline & agenda
Logistics & (virtual) ground
rules
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Implications CUMCS-G.A.P.
Assignment # 2: Hygiene &
Signage

Assignment # 5: EU-GMP:
considerations design change
areas (lay-out, flow protective
clothing)

Assignment # 3: Quality sign
of documents

3rd party services for
Commodity Trade
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Importance of Certification

Assignment # 2 presentations

Assignment # 5 presentations

Assignment # 3 presentations

Intro Extraction

EU-GMP and GMP (part 1)

EU-GMP for extraction
facilities

Standards vs. Guidelines
Organic Certification HEMP
Quality Guidelines
Intro ICH Q9, GACP & EUGMP
From Guideline to Standard
Creating the IMC-GAP
Standard

GMP Basics

Achieving GACP + EU-GMP
compliance for farm and
facility
Applied learning
sessions are prepared in
groups in between the
sessions and presented
per team at the start of
each next session

Laboratory requirements

Specific Topics
Assignment # 4: auto
evaluations

Extraction: CO2 vs. Ethanol
Assignment # 6: checklist for
design

CUMCS-G.A.P. & intro

CUMCS-G.A.P.
The global standard that sets the standard for
Medical Cannabis Cultivation

Design your facility &
avoiding pitfalls

In partnership with

Guest Speakers

Medical Cannabis
Schedule your agenda for the 7 sessions starting October 23 ,
ending November 6 .
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Friday October 23

Monday October 26

Wednesday October 28

9 am – 10 am

9 am – 12pm (noon)

9 am – 12pm (noon)
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Friday October 30

Tuesday November 3

9 am – 12 pm (noon)

9 am – 12 pm (noon)
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Wednesday November 4

Friday November 6

9 am – 12 pm (noon)

9 am – 12 pm (noon)

Applied learning
sessions are prepared in
groups in between the
sessions and presented
per team at the start of
each next session

Applied learning sessions are
prepared in groups in between
the sessions and presented
per team at the start of each
session

Guest Speakers

Each session will be held using Zoom.
In between the sessions, some preparation time is required as well as a team assignment.

CUMCS-G.A.P.
The global standard that sets the standard for
Medical Cannabis Cultivation

In partnership with

Medical Cannabis

All you need to know about EU-GMP, GACP, CUMCS-G.A.P. and
the implications for setting up your Cultivation and Processing
Control Union Academy

offers the 1st integrated course
covering all relevant aspects of
Medical Cannabis cultivation
and processing facilities
according to EU-GMP and GACP,
combined with practical insights
from the industry.

Gain in depth insights

in the Quality Guidelines relevant
for Medical Cannabis. Understand its
implications and understand how to
better select your suppliers such as
consultants as well as differentiate
yourself commercially or when
raising capital.

Industry experts

with vast knowledge about extraction
and EU-GMP auditing,
you will learn in detail about
CUMCS-G.A.P.
(fully GACP compliant).

By attending this course, you will:
Understand the Quality Guidelines

Understand from Seedlings

Learn how to

Gain practical and comprehensive

applicable Medical Cannabis and what

and Propagation, all the way until dried flowers,

do your self assessment in

understanding of what it takes to set up and

implications they have for your company

what requirements are needed and how your

CUMCS-G.A.P. and identify

operate your farm and processing according to

(EU-GMP, GACP, Risk Assessments)

cultivation method affects the risk of your

non-conformities

GACP / EU-GMP Guidelines.

process (Indoor, Greenhouse, Outdoor)

Understand where GACP

Practice making

Understand the importance

Get to know ‘best practices’

ends and EU-GMP starts

your Risk Assessment

of Certification by 3rd parties

from around the world

Medical Cannabis

All you need to know about EU-GMP, GACP, CUMCS-G.A.P. and
the implications for setting up your Cultivation and Processing

Control Union was the first company to have launched
a certification standard allowing Medical Cannabis
Cultivation to become certified. Control Union Medical
Cannabis Standard G.A.P.
(CUMCS–G.A.P.) serves as a practical manual for Good
Agricultural Practice (G.A.P.) of medical cannabis anywhere
in the world.
With its foundation in agriculture, since 1920 Control Union
has focused its efforts in developing services around the
sustainability of the industry’s supply chains which feed into
the food, feed, forestry, biomass, bioenergy, social compliance
and textiles markets. With ‘boots on the ground’ in more than
70 countries, Control Union is uniquely placed to manage
challenges with today’s global marketplace.

CUMCS-G.A.P.
The global standard that sets the standard for
Medical Cannabis Cultivation

blue inspection body GmbH is Europe’s leading service
provider of accredited GMP audits of API manufacturers
(API audits) and excipient manufacturers (excipient audits).
Blue’s auditors also verify whether the suppliers of our clients
from the pharmaceutical industry work in accordance with
Good Distribution, Engineering or Automation Practices
and similar GxP principles.
Control Union and blue inspection Body have and exclusive
partnership for Medical Cannabis Certification, offering
clients the combined services of Good Agricultural and
Collection Practices for Medicinal Plants (GACP), Control
Union Medical Cannabis Standard (CUMCS-G.A.P) and
European Union-Good Manufacturing Practices for
Pharmaceuticals (EU-GMP Pharma).

FS Origins’ founder Aaron Furman is considered by industry
leaders to be both an innovator and educator for the
Industrial Hemp movement over the past decade.
Aaron’s background in the organic processing capital equipment
markets and his subsequent founding (and support) of multiple
extraction lab businesses and facilities throughout the United
States has allowed for him a unique command of both the
theory & practical application that is required of a leading
Industrial Hemp processing team.
Relying heavily upon scientific methodologies and a strong
basis for standardized operating procedures, FS-Origins,
Ltd. has created the new standard for operations in the
global hemp market.

CUMCS-G.A.P: the sole certification standard dedicated to the Medical Cannabis Industry.
The standard covers all cultivationand post-harvest steps of the value chain and is in full compliance with both GACP
guidelines as well as Good Agricultural Practices (G.A.P).
Traceability is ensured through a “Chain of Custody” module, allowing for traceability of the CBD once commercialised.

Investment
Attending and preparing the online sessions
List price: 1,450 USD + VAT p/p
Early bird reservation discount for 1 person
(prior to 16th of October): 10%
15% discount 2 pers. (of the same company)
Special rates for 3 or more persons (same company)
Please consult with us.

The goal of the CUMCS-G.A.P.
is to ensure top quality product and
consistency in production
Guidelines on which this standard is based:
1
The World Health Organization (WHO)
WHO Guidelines on good agricultural & collection

Includes

practices (GACP) for medicinal plants - Geneva 2003

Certificate of Participation

2

Course Materials

GACP – European Medicine Agency

Course location

Guidelines for Starting Materials of Herbal Origins

3
International Standard for Good Agricultural

A quiet and comfortable place in your home or office

Practices G.A.P standard

with a good Internet connection and a laptop of tablet

4
Dutch Government for Cannabis for Medical Use:
Guidelines for cultivating cannabis for medical purposes,

Info: cuacademycolca@controlunion.com &
ggamarra@controlunion.com

The Netherlands, December 2002
Latin America: colombia@controlunion.com
North America: usacertifications@controlunion.com
Europe – Africa: certifications@controlunion.com
Asia: cambodia@controlunion.com
certifications.controlunion.com

What the participants said about
earlier versions of the course
The course content was rated 4.75 out of 5 and
the NPS score is 79 (28 respondents)

As a newcomer to the subject, it took me a while to
come to grasps with the topic. Notwithstanding, the
level of detail and engagement from the tutors was
impressive. A truly eye-opener into the cannabis
industry.

Thorough explanations and learned from the
other questions/discussions.

The course is a great introduction to the
background and to the steps need to start the
journey of GACP and GMP certification of the
pharmaceutical cannabis industry).
The very high level of course content and
the deep knowledge of expositors.
Very well organized, excellent quality and
content of the presentations where room
was left for questions and interactions.

CUMCS-G.A.P.
The global standard that sets the standard for
Medical Cannabis Cultivation

In partnership with

Course is designed to give a thorough insight on all
aspects, from farming till the isolation of the product,
suitable for medicinal use.

La profundidad y claridad de los temas
tratados, el apoyo de expertos en diferentes
áreas.

100% of participants to
our survey indicated they
would recommend the
course to a colleague
“When it comes to Quality there are loads of
reference guidelines, standards, and methodologies
that you can apply, but when you talk about Medical
Cannabis Industry information is very limited and
not very specific. Control Union and its Medical
Cannabis Standard “CUMCS” really helps you make
it happen. Their course has enabled me, coached me
and given me the tools to start developing changes
in the operation to make it better in every quality
perspective. Our production process has been greatly
improved and the implementation of each of the
standard items into the company is bringing our new
business great results. Definitely, this certification
is our number one goal for this year because it
represents all aspects we want to achieve in terms of
our product quality.”

“The CUMCS Growers Course helped
me better understand which are the
requirements to comply with GACP and the
importance of implementing this system
for the production of pharmaceutical grade
cannabis flower and derivatives. This
course gave me the opportunity to learn
from the experts that actually created this
certification. One of the most interesting
aspects of the CUMCS certification is that
it was built based on an official standard
that was developed in a country that has
been treating patients with cannabis for
more than 30 years, thanks to this the
certification becomes a practical guide to
build an efficient and compliant operation.”

Laura Bedoya - Quality Assurance Manager - Econnabis

Juan Diego Acevedo, Director Operations and

SAS - Plena Global

Environment - Ecopharm

CUMCS-G.A.P.
The global standard that sets the standard for
Medical Cannabis Cultivation

In partnership with

“I had a very productive day at CUMCS, I
learned how necessary it is to go through
the process of doing things correctly in
the Cannabis industry. Control Union had
very experienced people who explained
thoroughly all the process, it was also
a very interactive day of questions and
answers. My company is definitely hiring
them to certify our process. I highly
recommend Control Union.”
Hernando Diaz, CEO - Colkannab

“This medical Cannabis program was
thought-provoking and left me inspired with
a more practical application to EU-GMP &
GAP. The actionable take-aways are such
that I was able to apply them to my business
immediately!”
Aaron Furman, Managing Partner at FS-Origin

“CUMCS G.A.P. Course allowed us to get a
vision not only of the actions we need to
take in order to be GACP compliant but the
culture we need to embrace. This culture has
enabled us to train our staff to start with
small changes we were not aware would
make a huge improvement in our production
chain while developing high quality product
for the pharma industry”

“Control Union offered a practical and theoretical
training entitled CUMCS-G.A.P given to the
MedCann team on January 14 and 15, 2020.
Jazmin Cala, director of operations of MedCann
affirms that “it is a very complete and excellently
designed course, in which relevant and very
explicit theory is involved with practical
activities in which the concepts taught can be
strengthened. Extensive experience and deep
knowledge Control Union in the Cannabis
industry, are differentiating elements to achieve
success in a course of this type. The content is
complete and the course very well thought out, all
trained staff has made very positive comments
and, beyond that, they have begun to see the
results in their daily work.”
Jazmin Cala, Director of Operations, MedCann

Alisson Pachon - Compliance and environmental
analyst - Econnabis SAS – Plena global

“The CUMCS course offered by Control Union
very well met my expectations and the
objectives of Avicanna, as it clearly explained
the points of the standard and the application of
these at the crop and farm level. The standard
has a very logical flow of the whole process
and the course is very much in line with that,
explaining well to what each element applies
and how it applies. Above all, the use of visual
material during the course as examples
demonstrates the trajectory of Control Union
in Cannabis and was very useful to make
clear many aspects regarding implications,
etc. For Avicanna, the CUMCS course and the
CUMCS pre-audit have been very supportive in
establishing the procedures in terms of finalizing
all aspects for the audit, which we plan in the
course of 2020. It is definitely a course that
combines theory with practice, of great support
to adapt the necessary culture for each company
that wants to certify its plantation of Medicinal
Cannabis. Highly recommended!
Catalina Acosta - QA Specialist & Microbiologist - Avicanna
LATAM S.A.S.

CUMCS-G.A.P.
The global standard that sets the standard for
Medical Cannabis Cultivation

In partnership with

